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pages 1â€“8. In J. J. Danziger, D... help me to

how to find the answer I want, and they
please send me personal answers like your
name and number as I asked them: I'm 15.

Will you be my friend? A: The initials are
"K.M." and they are the initials for Karl Marx.
A: Marx is pronounced as MAY-sk not MAR-

sk. A: While I am not completely confident in
this, it feels like Karl Marx is a perfectly

normal person who's name would be
pronounced "MAR-sk", not "MAK-sk" or "KAR-
sk". But more likely, it would be "KAR-sk" if it

was a first name (I don't think "h" is a
common first name) or "MARK-sk" if it was a

surname. Evolution of parental
consanguinity in east-central Iran: a

segregation analysis approach.
Consanguinity among parents with no known

pedigree is called parental consanguinity.
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child health and newborn health among the
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